Explanatory Essay
How To Join A Sorority
Different Colleges and University have differing engagement levels with the
Greek life groups. Some have 0% engagement. The first step into joining a sorority
group is to ensure that, the school one attends to have the Greek life groups.
Secondly, one should determine when the recruitment date is by accessing their
offices or checking online. Do some thorough research about the sorority group
before joining. The information is readily available in the sorority group websites.
This way, one can be in a position to determine whether they want to associate with
the group or not ("Sorority Process?").
The next step is to sign up for recruitment. This step involves payment of a
non-refundable registration fee. Furthermore, the freshman is given a guide to help
her throughout the hiring process. To avoid being locked put, one should apply much
earlier in advance. One is more likely to get a chance if their name is near the top of
the list. Include as much information as possible on the registration sheets. This is to
prevent any collision between the group's schedule and that of the other clubs that
one may have joined in the past. Some other information such as regarding academics
should also be included to help the group determine whether they want to recruit the
person or not ("Sorority Process?").
Attend the various events held by the sororities before the formal recruitment
time. These functions allow the members to meet and engage the potential recruits of
their groups. One should attend as many sorority groups event as possible to ensure
that they make the right choice. Different sororities have different priorities, and one
should join the one that they feel matches their desires the most. The dress code is
quite important in the sororities events. Therefore one should remember to dress
appropriately for each event by getting help from the guide or enquiring from the

sorority group offices. During the process, one should meet as many sorority sisters
as possible, to get to know them and learn their likes and dislikes. If their character
does not match with the character one regard highly, one should avoid joining that
particular sorority group. Gather as much information as possible especially
concerning the cost incurred. Finally, a list of the favorite sororities is made ("The
Steps To Joining A Sorority Or Fraternity. Bid Day Etc Etc.").
One should assess the various invitations that they may have received from
various sororities. Some of these invitations may not have aligned with the values,
and their activities may not have been attractive to the freshman. In this case, avoid
choosing such groups. After this, the member enters a 4-8 week pledging period
where they engage in the various activities in the group. In this period, the veterans
determine whether the new sister is capable of carrying out and upholding their
values and culture. On passing the sorority pledge, the person becomes a full member
of the sorority group. Membership too comes at a cost as one have to maintain a
particular grade throughout their life at school ("The Steps To Joining A Sorority Or
Fraternity. Bid Day Etc.").
Joining a sorority or a fraternity group is not usually easy. One must be ready
to uphold the values and the culture of the chosen group. Above all, one should be
well informed of the pros and cons of becoming a member of the sorority or fraternity
group.
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